The non-uniformity of the relationships between urban temperature and landscape has attracted board attention. The non-uniformity in urban areas is reflected in the spatial landscape's heterogeneity and the difference of socio-economic functions. The former is shown as the spatial differentiation of land-cover, land-use, landscape composition, and configuration, while the latter leads to the difference of the intensity of human activities and population density, which are closely related with anthropogenic heat emission. Therefore, this study introduces urban functional zones (UFZs) to express urban spatial heterogeneity. This study also attempts to comprehend urban heat island (UHI) effects and discloses the variability of urban surface temperature (LST)-landscape relationships in different kinds of UFZs. There are two main technical difficulties-how to characterize the spatial heterogeneity of UFZs and how to quantify non-uniform LST effects. A three-level variable system is established from their attributes, inner structures, and interrelationships to characterize UFZs and their LST effects hierarchically. Considering the multi-collinearity among high-dimensional variables, the Elastic Net regression method is selected for quantitative analysis. The experimental results reveal the deficiency of uniform LST analysis for heterogeneous urban areas and verify the variable relationships of LST-landscaped with different kinds of UFZs.
Introduction
Urban heat island (UHI) [1] refers to the atmospheric warmth of a city compared to its countryside. The UHI effect is closely related to population growth and climate change, which are two of the most serious environmental issues of the 20th century [2] . The causes, patterns, and intensities of the UHI effect are widely discussed for all urban areas [3] . Affected and modified by human activities, the urban land cover has been changed significantly and irreversibly, from natural soil and vegetation to man-made objects, like buildings, roads, and impervious surfaces [4] . Additionally, more heat and moisture are released from human and human activities in urban areas. These changes affect the material circulation and energy flow, especially the heat and water balance, making urban areas relatively warmer [5] .
The conventional method of UHI studies is to simply compare the air temperature in urban and rural areas by observation sites. These sites are classified into urban and rural categories, but these classifications have some problems in practice. On the one hand, the urban-rural division is artificial. Urban and rural areas are essentially a continuum [6] . Therefore, we cannot compare the intensity of the UHI effect based on simple categorical labels. On the other hands, the city is not a Second, the definition of the UFZ variable system uses an abundant set of surface climate properties to fully depict urban spatial heterogeneity, which introduces multi-collinearity among the variables. The conventional approaches in existing studies, like the correlation coefficient [31] , ordinary least square (OLS) regression [32, 33] , and principal component analysis (PCA) [34] , are no longer applicable. An approach to overcome multi-collinearity is required.
Third, UHI studies, without distinguishing non-uniformity of spatial landscape structures and socio-economic activities across the urban areas, may lead to doubtful results since these studies cannot accurately disclose the variations in LST-landscape relationships caused by urban spatial heterogeneity. To verify this assumption, this study attempts to model the relationship between LST and landscape separately based on the UFZ category. The factors affecting urban temperature vary based on the type of UFZ, and even the same variable would have different influences on urban temperature for different kinds of UFZs. Then, after being compared to the case that does not distinguish the differences between different UFZ categories, there might be some new discoveries in LST-landscape relationships.
Fourth, insight into the variations in LST-landscape relationships at the UFZ level can improve existing urban patterns and guide urban planning to cope with UHI effects and build an environment-friendly city.
In summary, three contributions are made in this research: (1) UFZs are introduced to UHI studies, considering the LST effects of both spatial landscape heterogeneity and the differences of socio-economic functions; (2) UFZs and their LST effects are characterized hierarchically by a three-level variable system, and the effects of buildings on LST are emphasized; (3) the experiment results reveal the deficiency of uniform LST analysis for heterogeneous urban areas and demonstrate the variability of LST-landscape relationships in different kinds of UFZs. These contributions are novel and crucial to UHI studies and can offer some references in urban planning and management. 
Study Area and Data Preprocessing

Study Area
The study area is located in Beijing, China (116 • 15 40"E to 116 • 21 25"E, 39 • 56 15"N to 40 • 0 40"N) ( Figure 2 ). The annual average temperature in the urban areas ranges from 11°C to 13°C. The weather is dominated by prevailing southeasterly winds in summer and prevailing northwesterly wind in the winter. The wind conditions are also affected by the local micro-landform.
( Figure 2 ). The annual average temperature in the urban areas ranges from 11 ℃ to 13 ℃. The weather is dominated by prevailing southeasterly winds in summer and prevailing northwesterly wind in the winter. The wind conditions are also affected by the local micro-landform.
As the capital city of China, Beijing is highly-urbanized. The study area covers large urban regions (67.1 km2) and involves many typical ground objects in the urban ecosystem, including natural waterbodies with large areas, vegetation, farmland and harvested farmland, impervious surfaces (e.g., roads, parking lots, sidewalks), as well as various buildings whose size, height, and roof materials are completely different. As a mega-city in a mature period, the city has already been divided into distinct sub-regions by social functions. In this region, there are parks dominated by natural objects, campuses, commercial zones with skyscrapers, residential zones with plenty of regular buildings, industrial zones, and shanty towns. Different social functions determine the different landscape compositions and configurations. Highly differentiated urban functions intensify urban spatial heterogeneity and complicate LST-landscape relationships. Therefore, the hypothesis of this study can be fully verified in this strongly heterogeneous region. 
Land Surface Temperature
For the urban thermal environment, air temperature data obtained from fixed observation sites are accurate but lack continuity, while remotely sensed thermal imagery can provide a timesynchronized dense grid of temperature data over a whole city. Therefore, satellite-derived LSTs are widely applied in studies of UHI effects and verified to closely correspond with UHIs [3] .
In this study, LSTs were generated from the thermal infrared band (the spatial resolution is 60 m) of Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) imagery, which was acquired on the 4 November 2010 through the radiative transfer equation. The data were acquired in the daytime, during autumn, under cloud-free conditions. The original data were preprocessed using the Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI) software, including radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction, cutting, and splicing. The striped noises of the imagery caused by the scan line corrector (SLC)-off were eliminated by the Gap-fill tool in ENVI. As the capital city of China, Beijing is highly-urbanized. The study area covers large urban regions (67.1 km2) and involves many typical ground objects in the urban ecosystem, including natural waterbodies with large areas, vegetation, farmland and harvested farmland, impervious surfaces (e.g., roads, parking lots, sidewalks), as well as various buildings whose size, height, and roof materials are completely different. As a mega-city in a mature period, the city has already been divided into distinct sub-regions by social functions. In this region, there are parks dominated by natural objects, campuses, commercial zones with skyscrapers, residential zones with plenty of regular buildings, industrial zones, and shanty towns. Different social functions determine the different landscape compositions and configurations. Highly differentiated urban functions intensify urban spatial heterogeneity and complicate LST-landscape relationships. Therefore, the hypothesis of this study can be fully verified in this strongly heterogeneous region.
For the urban thermal environment, air temperature data obtained from fixed observation sites are accurate but lack continuity, while remotely sensed thermal imagery can provide a time-synchronized dense grid of temperature data over a whole city. Therefore, satellite-derived LSTs are widely applied in studies of UHI effects and verified to closely correspond with UHIs [3] .
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To retrieve LST, land surface emissivity (ε) is computed by setting the research area into three main land surface features (water surface, town surface, and natural surface). Water surface only consist of waterbodies, and the town surface includes buildings and roads. The natural surface consists of vegetation and bare soil. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and vegetation fractional cover index (FC) are calculated to divide the study areas and estimate ε:
where b4 and b3 are the DN value of band 4 and band 3 of the Landsat 7 ETM+ image. The NDVI value between vegetation and bare soil indicate that the pixel is mixed with both vegetation and soil. Thus, we can describe the vegetation fractional cover of each pixel using the following formula:
where NDVI v and NDVI s are the NDVI value of the vegetation and the soil, respectively. According to the empirical formula of previous studies [35] , we set the ε of the water surface pixel as 0.995. The ε of the town and natural surface are calculated by the following formulas:
where ε natural is the ε of the natural surface and ε town is the ε of the town surface. The radiance received by the satellite sensor with brightness temperature T, B(T), is composed of three parts-the ground radiance after atmospheric absorption, the downwelling path radiance reflected by the ground, and the upwelling path radiance:
where ε is the surface emissivity, B(T s ) is the ground radiance, τ is atmospheric transmittance, L ↓ is downwelling path radiance, and L ↑ is upwelling path radiance [36] . Then, B(T s ) can be expressed as
L ↑ , L ↓ and τ can be obtained from the NASA website (https://atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov/) according to the time and position of image acquisition [37] .
Finally, LSTs can be converted from the emitted thermal radiance through the inversion of the Plank formula [38, 39] :
where T s is the LST in Kelvin and K 1 = 666.09W/ m 2 ·sr·µm and K 2 = 1282.71K are calibration constants of the Landsat 7 ETM+.
Land Cover Data
Land cover data were produced via Worldview-II image with eight bands whose spatial resolutions for the panchromatic and multispectral bands are 0.5 m and 2 m, respectively. These data were acquired on 8 November 2010, the same time phase as the LST data. An object-based image analysis method with adaptive scale estimation [40] was employed to recognize the six classes: water, vegetation (VEG), buildings (BLD), bare soil, roads, and shadows. To guarantee the accuracy of the following experiments, land cover map should be visually verified and manually corrected by ground survey data.
Urban Functional Zones
Based on urban spatial heterogeneity, the multi-level aggregation method was proposed to aggregate land-cover objects spatially into UFZs, based on the visual features of land-cover objects (spectral, geometrical, and textual features) and their spatial distribution patterns (neighboring and disjoint relations) [16] . We then classified the UFZs into six classes by incorporating socio-economic information (e.g. educational institutes, commercial points, residential buildings, parks, companies, and public services) with the hierarchical semantic cognition method [17] . Finally, based on the land cover map, we divided the study area into six classes of UFZs: commercial zones (CZ), residential districts (RD), industrial zones (IZ), campuses, parks, and shanty towns (ST). In order to ensure the validity of the experimental conclusions, the UFZ map was carefully verified by visual interpretation and field trips. The misclassification of UFZs should be manually corrected. The LSTs of UFZs are derived from the UFZ map and LST data. For each UFZ, its LST was estimated by the average temperature of the pixels within the UFZ.
Moreover, due to the inconsistency in resolution and the image extent between the LST map and UFZ map, some UFZs with extremely small areas, or those near the boundary of the whole image, have inaccurate data or no temperature data. These are regarded as "invalid zones" and excluded from the subsequent analysis.
Methodology
The general process includes data acquisition, data preprocessing, modeling, and analysis ( Figure 3) . First, generate thematic maps (LST map, land cover map, UFZ map, and building pattern map) from original images. Second, derive the dependent and independent variables. The LST map and UFZ map combine to produce the LST for each UFZ as the dependent variable. The independent variables are organized into a three-level variable system derived from the land cover map, UFZ map, and building data. Third, Elastic Net regression [41] is used to model the LST-landscape relationships. To evaluate the influence of UFZs on LST, seven models were built, out of which six single models consider each type of UFZ separately, and the seventh mixed model considers all kinds of UFZs together. The selected models are compared and evaluated to answer two questions: do different kinds of UFZs have different LST effects? How does one quantify the differences caused by different kinds of UFZs?
and building data. Third, Elastic Net regression [41] is used to model the LST-landscape relationships. To evaluate the influence of UFZs on LST, seven models were built, out of which six single models consider each type of UFZ separately, and the seventh mixed model considers all kinds of UFZs together. The selected models are compared and evaluated to answer two questions: do different kinds of UFZs have different LST effects? How does one quantify the differences caused by different kinds of UFZs? 
Definitions of Explanatory Variables
As an expression of urban spatial heterogeneity, UFZs help to express the geographic differentiations in LST-landscape relationships. The landscape's composition and configuration within UFZs dominate urban spatial heterogeneity and are the originators of the geographic differentiation of LST-landscape relationships. The LST effects of building patterns also cannot be ignored because of their major influence on local air movement, which can change the local LST field. From a global perspective, LST has strong spatial dependence, and no UFZ interacts with the LST Figure 3 . General process. LST, urban surface temperature.
As an expression of urban spatial heterogeneity, UFZs help to express the geographic differentiations in LST-landscape relationships. The landscape's composition and configuration within UFZs dominate urban spatial heterogeneity and are the originators of the geographic differentiation of LST-landscape relationships. The LST effects of building patterns also cannot be ignored because of their major influence on local air movement, which can change the local LST field. From a global perspective, LST has strong spatial dependence, and no UFZ interacts with the LST separately in space. The LST of one UFZ would be affected by its neighboring UFZs. In summary, LST variable systems were extended to three levels in this study: the structure of UFZs (i.e., landscape composition and configuration within UFZs), the attributes of UFZs, and the interrelationship between UFZs (Figure 4) . The specific definitions of the select variables at each level are as follows.
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Variables Definitions
PD
The ratio of the number of this feature type of patches to the total; ED The ratio of the perimeter sum to the area sum of this feature type of patches;
IJI
The Interspersion Juxtaposition Index-the observed interspersion over the maximum possible interspersion for the given number of patch types, embodying whether the spatial distribution of adjacencies among unique patch types is even.
The second part of the variables at the first level is for building patterns. As the unique ground object type in urban areas, building patterns related to the spatial distribution of buildings are also an important part of the UFZ structure. Building patterns can affect the LST by changing the local air movement and wind field. Buildings in rows tend to form wind corridors that can accelerate the air flow and cool the urban surface, while buildings in scattered distribution can make the air flow stick and may engender a high local LST. To incorporate the influences of building patterns, a set of variables is designed to measure building patterns ( Table 2 ). The number of buildings is considered to embody the density of buildings in UFZs and measure to what extent buildings affect the LST in UFZs. Other four variables describe whether buildings are in regular distribution, which is a precondition of the wind-corridor effect. The regular distribution is measured in two aspects: the similarity of the shapes and the regularity of the arrangement. The former aspect is measured by the area standard deviation of buildings. To quantify the latter aspect, the conception of a building chain is introduced. A building chain refers to the collinear pattern of buildings formed by buildings with a similar proximity, continuity, and spatial directionality. This approach [43] is employed to extract building chains (Figure 5b ) from the building vector data (Figure 5a ). The number and length of building chains give a quantitative description of the wind-corridor effect, while the ratio of buildings in chains to the total number of buildings measures whether the distribution of buildings in UFZs is regular. 
Variables Definitions
BLD-AREA_SD
The area standard deviation of buildings; NB The number of buildings; NC The number of building chains, including the horizontal and vertical direction; LC
The length sum of all the chains RB The ratio of buildings in chains to the total number of buildings.
movement and wind field. Buildings in rows tend to form wind corridors that can accelerate the air flow and cool the urban surface, while buildings in scattered distribution can make the air flow stick and may engender a high local LST. To incorporate the influences of building patterns, a set of variables is designed to measure building patterns ( Table 2 ). The number of buildings is considered to embody the density of buildings in UFZs and measure to what extent buildings affect the LST in UFZs. Other four variables describe whether buildings are in regular distribution, which is a precondition of the wind-corridor effect. The regular distribution is measured in two aspects: the similarity of the shapes and the regularity of the arrangement. The former aspect is measured by the area standard deviation of buildings. To quantify the latter aspect, the conception of a building chain is introduced. A building chain refers to the collinear pattern of buildings formed by buildings with a similar proximity, continuity, and spatial directionality. This approach [43] is employed to extract building chains (Figure 5b ) from the building vector data ( Figure 5a ). The number and length of building chains give a quantitative description of the wind-corridor effect, while the ratio of buildings in chains to the total number of buildings measures whether the distribution of buildings in UFZs is regular. Three UFZs are taken as examples to illustrate how the five variables (Table 2 ) describe building patterns (Figure 5c -e). In Figure 5c , there is obviously only one kind of building with the same size and shape. Buildings are arranged orderly, forming a grid. In Figure 5d , the building pattern is quite different from that in Figure 5c . There are two kinds of buildings in Figure 5d , one with similar shapes and a regular arrangement, and the other with a complex shape and very high. Moreover, buildings in Figure 5e have no clear distribution pattern but are densely clustered. These buildings all have different sizes and roof materials.
It should be noted that number of buildings in Figure 5c ,d is far less than those in Figure 5e . Since the three UFZs in Figure 5c -e have the same area, the number of buildings can directly reflect the crowdedness of the buildings. The similarity of buildings in the region can be measured by their size, shape, and distribution. Among them, the area similarity is the most direct measurement. A small area standard deviation of buildings (BLD-AREA-SD) value means small variation in building areas, while a large BLD-AREA-SD value means large variation. Based on the measurement of the shape similarity, the buildings in a chain/network distribution can be extracted. There are seven horizontal and vertical building chains in Figure 5c , forming a regular grid structure. Two vertical building chains can be extracted from Figure 5d , while no buildings are lined up and no building chains can be extracted in Figure 5e . The number and length of building chains can quantitatively reflect how many buildings are regularly distributed in a UFZ. However, the numbers of buildings in different UFZs are different. The regularity of buildings in a UFZ should be measured by the relative number of orderly arranged buildings and all buildings, that is, the variable for the ratio of buildings in chains to the total (RB). The higher the value of RB, the higher the proportion of buildings in regular layout is. The variables at the second level are related to attributes of UFZs (Table 3) . At this level, each heterogeneous UFZ unit is regarded as a whole. Compared with variables at the first level trying to explain the LST differentiation within a UFZ, the variables at the second level tend to determine the LST differences among UFZs. Basic attributes like area, perimeter, and shape index are selected to describe the UFZs themselves. Heterogeneity among UFZs is characterized by aggregated and diverse properties. The Contagion Index (CONTAG) measures the aggregated properties of the entire UFZ without differencing the separated patches inside it. Shannon's Diversity Index (SHDI) and Simpson's Diversity Index (SIDI) are used to measure diversity in a UFZ. They have different application conditions, and further selection should refer to the specific circumstance. Table 3 . The variables for UFZs at the second level.
Variables Definitions
Area
The area of the UFZ; Perimeter
The perimeter of the UFZ; SI Shape Index, the ratio of a UFZ area to the square root of the UFZ perimeter, embodying the complexity of a UFZ's shape; CONTAG Contagion Index, embodying the patch types are aggregated or disaggregated; SHDI Shannon's Diversity Index, measuring diversity in a UFZ, which is more sensitive to rare patch types than Simpson's Diversity Index; SIDI Simpson's Diversity Index, measuring diversity in a UFZ, which is less sensitive to the presence of rare types.
The variables at the third level aim at describing the interrelationships between spatially neighboring UFZs. First-order adjacency is a simple and direct expression of neighboring relations. Neighboring UFZs are defined as UFZs with overlapping edges. The proportion of the overlapping edge between a UFZ and its neighboring UFZs are summarized for every UFZ type to embody the influence of every UFZ type on the target UFZ (Table 4) . Table 4 . The variables for the interrelationship between UFZs at the third level.
Variables Definitions
Adjacency-CZ The proportion of the overlapping edge of a UFZ and its neighboring commercial zones; Adjacency-RD The proportion of the overlapping edge of a UFZ and its neighboring residential districts; Adjacency-IZ The proportion of the overlapping edge of a UFZ and its neighboring industrial zones; Adjacency-C The proportion of the overlapping edge of a UFZ and its neighboring campuses; Adjacency-P The proportion of the overlapping edge of a UFZ and its neighboring parks; Adjacency-ST The proportion of the overlapping edge of a UFZ and its neighboring shanty towns.
The variables of building patterns and the variables describing the relationship between neighboring UFZs are calculated using a software package developed by our research team, while others are calculated by the Fragstats software [44] .
Modelling for Different Kinds of UFZs Using Elatic Net Regression
Urban spatial heterogeneity produces remarkable differences among UFZs. It is crucial to find the unique effects on the LST for UFZs with totally different structures, functions, and spatial contexts. The same type of UFZs often have similar attributes, inner structures, and interrelationships. Thus, the heterogeneity among the same type of UFZs is much smaller, such that they might share similar effects on the LST. However, the various kinds of UFZs significantly differ in their attributes, inner structures, and interrelationships. Thus, the heterogeneity among different kinds of UFZs is large, such that they have different effects on the LST.
To evaluate the spatially non-uniform LST-landscape relationships, this study designs seven models (Table 5) . Model-CZ, Model-RD, Model-IZ, Model-C, Model-P, and Model-ST, which are referred to as single models in this study. These models are designed to analyze the LST-landscape relationship for each UFZ type, while Model-A, which is referred to as a mixed model in this study, considers all UFZs equally and does not differentiate the effects of different kinds of UFZs on the LST. A comparison of the mixed model with six single models can correctly explain the spatially non-uniform LST-landscape relationships. Table 5 . Definitions of the seven models.
Model Type Model Name Definition
Single model
Model-CZ Only commercial zones' data are used to fit the model aiming to determine the LST-landscape relationships in commercial zones.
Model-RD Only residential zones' data are used to fit the model aiming to determine the LST-landscape relationships in residential districts.
Model-IZ
Only industrial zones' data are used to fit the model aiming to determine the LST-landscape relationships in industrial zones.
Model-C Only campuses' data are used to fit the model aiming to determine the LST-landscape relationships in campuses.
Model-P Only parks' data are used to fit the model aiming to determine the LST-landscape relationships in parks.
Model-ST Only shanty towns' data are used to fit the model aiming to determine the LST-landscape relationships in shanty towns.
Mixed model Model-A
All kinds of UFZs are used to fit the model aiming to determine the uniform LST-landscape relationships in urban areas and to compare them with the other six models.
Due to the multi-collinearity problems among independent variables, widely-used linear models [32, 33] are not functional here. To solve this issue, regression shrinkage methods are introduced in this study by imposing a penalty on the size of coefficients. We use Elastic Net Regression [41] as the fitting method, a combination of Ridge Regression (Tikhonov regularization) [45] and LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) [46] . The loss function of Elastic Net Regression is
The penalty constraint term combines L1 regularization and L2 regularization. Therefore, Elastic Net combines the advantages of both Ridge and LASSO. First, it inherits the stability of Ridge and has no requirement for the sample size and dimensions of the variable system. Second, it can deal with multi-collinearity. Due to L2 regularization, collinear variables that contribute to the model can all be reserved in the variable selection process and automatically assigned a reasonable weight. Third, it can automatically achieve variable selection like LASSO. These superior characteristics made Elastic Net match the research requirements and be chosen as the regression method in this study. The parameters of regression, Alpha and L1_Ratio, are determined by K-fold cross-validation.
All the variables need to be standardized with zero mean and unit variance before the regression. Standardized model coefficients benefit both comparing the coefficients of different variables in the same model and comparing the coefficients of the same variables in different models. It can also provide insights into the different effects of different variables in the same type of UFZs and the different effects of the same variable in different kinds of UFZs. Moreover, due to the universal relationships between the LST and the independent variables in the seven models, the variables affecting the LST should be different. As a result, the dependent variables explaining LST-landscape relationships should be further selected for the seven models separately (Figure 3c) .
For all the variables defined in Section 3.1, we calculate their correlation coefficients with LST for each model separately. The interactions among variables are not considered at this moment. The only concern is the significance of the relationship between each variable and LST. The variables significantly correlated with LST (Pc < 0.05) are chosen as the explanatory variables. The Elastic Net model can perform the variable selection during model fitting. That is, the regression coefficients of the variables that have limited effects on LST will be set as zero. The remaining variables that have significant effects on LST will be kept. To compare with existing studies without considering the landscape heterogeneity of UFZs, the same selection is conducted for the mixed model (Model-A) to verify whether there is a spatially uniform LST-landscape relationship in urban areas.
Model Evaluation
Elastic Net is not a statistical regression method but a type of machine learning algorithm. Therefore, both variable selection and regression fitting are different from the statistical regression methods judged by the significance test. The variables with significant influences are selected directly during fitting of the ridge trace. Therefore, this section will no longer discuss the significance of variables and models but evaluate the models in terms of the goodness of fit and spatial autocorrelation of the model residual.
1. The goodness of fit evaluation. The coefficient of determination, denoted by R2, is a statistic that will provide some information about the goodness of fit of a model. Its general definition is
where SSR means the sum of squares of the residuals, while SST means the total sum of squares. In regression, R2 is a statistical measure of how well the model approximates the real data points. R2 ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. An R2 of 1.0 indicates that the model perfectly fits the data. The larger the R2, the better the model. The model residuals with no spatial autocorrelation will follow random spatial distribution, indicating that the model is well fitted. Positive spatial autocorrelation implies that similar values cluster together, while negative spatial autocorrelation suggests that dissimilar values cluster together. Two evaluation methods both show that the model lacks interpretive ability. Thus, more variables should be included, or the model itself needs to be modified.
Results
Data Preprocessing Results
The study area is classified into the six land cover types: water, vegetation, buildings, bare soil, roads, and shadows (Figure 6a ). The accuracies of land cover for the individual types range from 85.6% to 95.0%, and the overall accuracy is 92.4%. Based on the land cover map, we divided the study area into six classes of UFZs (Figure 6b) , with an accuracy of 89.3%. After visual verification and manual correction, we estimate LST for each UFZ. The results of LST retrieval show that LSTs in the whole study area range from 5.11°C to 25.62°C, and the average LST is 16.20°C (Figure 6c ). For each UFZ, the LST ranges from 11.55°C to 19.55°C (Figure 6d) . Finally, there are 374 valid UFZs, and their detailed information is as follows (Table 6) . 
Model Fitting and Performances
Due to the heterogeneity of UFZs, the results of model fitting vary hugely. For each model, the model parameters (Alpha and L1_Ratio) are set by K-fold cross-validation to achieve the best model fitting (Table 7) . After modeling, an evaluation of the models' results is conducted to check if these 
Due to the heterogeneity of UFZs, the results of model fitting vary hugely. For each model, the model parameters (Alpha and L1_Ratio) are set by K-fold cross-validation to achieve the best model fitting (Table 7) . After modeling, an evaluation of the models' results is conducted to check if these models are reliable and worth investigating in the future. In this study, the models are evaluated by the goodness of fit and spatial autocorrelation of the model residual. The goodness of fit of the seven models is listed in Table 8 . The values of R 2 of all the seven models are above 0.4, while the goodness of fit is low in some models for two reasons. One is caused by the heterogeneity among UFZs, and the other is that the penalty constraint term of the regression shrinkage methods that reduce the goodness of fit to keep the model stable. Model-A and Model-CZ have a low goodness of fit, since they are based on highly heterogeneous units. In contrast to parks with a unified style and residential zones with regular building patterns, commercial zones lack both unified styles and spatial patterns, not to mention the more complex UFZs in Model-A, which includes different kinds of UFZs. As for the relatively homogeneous models, like Model-IZ and Model-ST, their performances are much better, as they have large values of R 2 (0.94 and 0.75, respectively). This validates the necessity of modeling the LST-landscape relationships for each UFZ category. Before modeling, a spatial autocorrelation analysis of the LST is first conducted. For LST, the Z-value of Moran's I is 5.66 and the P-value is 0.00, indicating that the LST has a strong spatial autocorrelation and has a significantly clustered distribution. If the model can accurately explain the LST-landscape relationship, the model residuals should no longer show spatial autocorrelation but random distribution. The autocorrelation indices of the seven models are shown in Table 9 . The Z-value (3.43) of Model-A indicates that the residuals are still significantly auto-correlated. As a result, the mixed model (Model-A) is weak and inappropriate to explain the LST-landscape relationship. In contrast, the spatial autocorrelations of the residuals are weakened to varying degrees in six single models. The model residuals of industrial zones, campuses, parks, and shanty towns are not auto-correlated, indicating that these models perform well. The model residuals for commercial zones and residential districts show a tendency toward aggregation, but their aggregation degree is much weaker than the LST itself, owing to the good model fittings. In conclusion, in terms of the spatial autocorrelation of the residuals, the six single models for each UFZ type explain the LST-landscape relationship to varying degrees, and the coefficients of explanatory variables can be trusted. The performance of the mixed model (Model-A) is poor, but it still partly reflects the general laws in the urban areas and reveals that different UFZ kinds may have different LST effects and need to be modelled and analyzed separately.
Modeling Results
There are 41 variables at the three levels defined in Section 3.1. that might have potential associations with LST. After two rounds of variable selections, the final independent variables of the seven models vary greatly in both numbers (Table 10 ) and categories of variables (Table 11) . Model-CZ has only eight independent variables that affect LST significantly. These variables are small in number due to the complicated and inexplicable LST effects caused by high spatial heterogeneity in commercial zones, leading to the poor performance of Model-CZ. The mixed model and other five single models have more variables, ranging from 14 to 20, but the categories of the variables and their coefficients vary greatly. The values in Table 11 are the coefficients of the chosen variables in the corresponding model. 1 Symbol "--" means that the corresponding variable was already excluded in the first round of the variable selection and does not take part in the model fitting. The zero value means the variable plays a limited role in the model and has little effect on the results of modeling. The positive and negative values correspond to the heating and cooling effects on LST, and the magnitude of the value indicates how strong the LST effects the corresponding variable in that model. The interceptions are also provided in Table 11 , reflecting the average value of the units in the model, namely the average LST of the involved UFZs.
Result Analysis of the UFZ Level
The variables of UFZs describe the basic attributes of the UFZs, landscape composition, and configuration within UFZs, as well as the interrelationships between neighboring UFZs. First, as the basic attributes of UFZs, area, perimeter, and SI are only included in Model-A and Model-P, but not in the other five single models. In Model-A, the coefficient of area (−0.04) suggests that the areas of UFZs are negatively related to the LST, while perimeter and SI are regarded to have minimal effects on LST, as their coefficients are set as 0.0. In Model-P, the coefficients of area (−0.16), perimeter (−0.02), and SI (−0.02) indicate that a large area, large perimeter, and complex shape could reduce the LST in parks.
Second, CONTAG embodies the distribution of patches within UFZs. A greater CONTAG value, which signifies more clustered patches, will lead to a lower LST in residential districts and parks, with the negative coefficients (−0.10 and −0.12) in Model-RD and Model-P respectively. However, in shanty towns, a greater CONTAG value indicates a stronger heating effect, with the positive coefficient (0.07) in Model-ST. In addition, the LSTs in commercial zones, industrial zones, and campuses are not affected by CONTAG.
Third, the diversity of the patches in the UFZs is measured mainly by SIHI and SDHI. The coefficients of SIHI in Model-CZ, Model-IZ, and Model-ST are −0.04, −0.05, and −0.03, respectively. The coefficients of SDHI in Model-CZ and Model-ST are −0.06 and −0.06, respectively. Moreover, these two variables are not significant in Model-A, Model-RD, Model-C, and Model-P. The negative coefficients show the patch diversity in the three UFZ types (i.e., commercial zones, industrial zones, and shanty towns) is negatively related to the LST, which can alleviate the increasing of LST.
Lastly, the results indeed show that the LST of a UFZ is greatly affected by its neighbors. UFZs might have heating or cooling effects on the neighboring UFZs, depending on the adjoined UFZ types. Like parks, the coefficient of Adjacency-P in Model-RD (−0.09) shows that the LST will decrease in residential districts adjoined to parks, while the coefficient of Adjacency-P in Model-C (0.03) indicates that the LST will increase in campuses adjoined to parks. Among these UFZ types, shanty towns have the most significant impact on the LST of adjoined UFZs. Table 11 shows that adjoining to shanty towns is not a good thing for almost all UFZ types. The positive coefficients of Adjacency-ST in the models, except for Model-C, reflect the positive relationships between the adjacency and the LST. However, neighboring campuses and shanty towns can reduce the LST for each other, embodied by the negative coefficients of Adjacency-ST in Model-P (−0.04) and Adjacency-P in Model-ST (−0.08). Moreover, in the interrelationship analysis (adjacent to its own type of UFZs) no longer reflects the adjacency relationship but the effect of size. Two adjacent UFZs can be regarded as a larger one. For residential districts, campuses, and parks, the adjacency variables of their own type are all negative (−0.03, −0.01, and −0.09), showing the cooling effects in different degrees. On the other hand, two adjoining shanty towns will both increase their LSTs, as revealed by the coefficient of Adjacency-ST in Model-ST (0.08).
Result Analysis of Land-Cover Level
The land-cover types contained in each UFZ are similar, but due to the differences in landscape composition, configuration, and human activities, the same land-cover type may have different LST effects and intensities on different kinds of UFZs. Next, we will show the different roles of six land-cover types in different models.
1. The variables of buildings. Four basic variables (i.e., BLD-ED, BLD-IJI, BLD-PD, and BLD-PLAND) depict the attributes of buildings the same as the attributes of other ground objects. Five more variables are added to characterize their spatial patterns, including the area standard deviation of buildings (BLD-AREA_SD), the number of buildings (NB), the number of building chains (NC), the length sum of all the chains (LC), and the ratio of buildings in chains to the total (RB).
From the results of each model, the LST effects of buildings are complex and diverse. The effects of buildings are most significant in the residential zones. There are five building variables significantly related to the LST, while commercial areas and parks have only one related variable.
In Model-A, the BLD-AREA_SD and BLD-PD tend to increase LST. For commercial zones, the LST is only increased by BLD-AREA_SD. For industrial zones, BLD-ED, BLD-PLAND, and NB are all positively related with the LST. Conversely, variables about buildings in Model-C and Model-P play a part in cooling the LST. The result of Model-C shows that BLD-AREA_SD and BLD-PLAND have a negative association with the LST in campuses, and the result of Model-P shows that NB is the only significant variable of the LST that shows parks with more buildings to be cooler.
In Model-ST, the impact of buildings on LST mainly emerges from three aspects: BLD-AREA_SD, BLD-PLAND, and BLD-IJI, with coefficients 0.05, 0.01, and −0.01, respectively. The former two are positively related with the LST, and the last one is negatively related with the LST. On the other hand, the absolute value of the coefficients of the last two (0.01 for BLD-PLAND and −0.01 for BLD-IJI) are very small, indicating the weakness of their influence.
The results of Model-RD show that the LST of residential districts is greatly influenced by the variables of buildings. The coefficients of BLD-AREA_SD (−0.04) and BLD-PLAND (−0.04) reflect their cooling effects while the coefficients of NB (0.13), NC (0.04), and RB (0.01) show that these variables have heating effects on LST.
2. The variables of vegetation. In most models, VEG-IJI has a negative relationship with LST and embodies the dispersion of vegetation. In Model-A, Model-CZ, Model-RD, Model-IZ, and Model-ST, cooling effects occur in different degrees. VEG-ED and VEG-PD also have cooling effects on shanty towns. On the other hand, VEG-ED in parks has heating effects on the LST.
3. The variables of roads. For all the models, Road-PLAND is positively related to the LST, suggesting that increasing road area could cause the LST to rise. In Model-A and Model-P, a greater Road-PD value could reduce the LST. In Model-IZ, the increasing Road-ED value could result in a large LST. As for Road-IJI, it affects LST differently in different kinds of UFZs. A greater Road-IJI value means a higher LST in residential districts, campuses and parks, and a lower LST in industrial zones and shanty towns, but nothing in commercial zones or the whole urban area. 6. The variables of the waterbody. Model-A, Water-ED, Water-IJI, Water-PD, and Water-PLAND show cooling effects on the LST. However, a waterbody is not a common ground object type in UFZs except parks. Many UFZs do not have a waterbody, not to mention the influence of waterbodies on the LST. Therefore, the variables related with the waterbody are only discussed for parks. For parks, Water-ED and Water-PLAND are negatively related with the LST. Notably, Water-PLAND has a coefficient with a great absolute value (−0.18), showing that the Water-PLAND in parks has a strong cooling effect on LST.
Discussion
Since all the variables have already been standardized before the regression, the coefficients of the same variable from different models, or the different variables from the same model, are comparable. Comparing the models, the heterogeneity in UFZs does lead to differentiated LST-landscape relationships. In addition, some novel findings and insights will be further analyzed in this section.
Do UFZs Affect Land Surface Temperaures Differently?
The effect of urban spatial heterogeneity on the LST can be demonstrated by the variations in interceptions, variables, and their coefficients among models.
The interceptions of the models refer to the average LSTs of the involved UFZs. Different interceptions between the single models show that there is a great difference among average LST in each UFZ type. The average LST of the whole area is 16.33°C. The average LST of commercial zones is the lowest (15.94°C), while the average LST of shantytowns is the highest (17.51°C). The heat distribution is unbalanced and obviously aggregated in some specific kinds of UFZs. The interceptions quantitatively reflect the spatial differentiation of the LST at a large scale.
The variables at the three levels in the models interpret LST differences at fine scales, focusing on different units in the same UFZ type. Although all the UFZs are heterogeneous, the same type of UFZs may obey similar LST effects. The six single models quantify the LST effects of each UFZ type separately. The results with the significant differences, both in the selected variables and the coefficients of the same variables, show the differentiated LST effects of heterogeneous UFZ types. The mixed model tries to determine the general LST effects without considering the differences of all UFZs in the landscape composition and configuration within the UFZs, the attributes of UFZs, or the interrelationships between UFZs. Thus, the goodness of fit of Model-A is only 0.48, which is inferior most of the single models. The residuals of Model-A still follow a clustered distribution, that is, Model-A cannot properly disclose the variations in LST-landscape relationships caused by the landscape heterogeneity of UFZs. Both of the above evaluations demonstrate the poor performance and inappropriateness of Model-A.
The Heat Source and the Heat Sink
Source and sink are two important concepts in the ecological process. A source is the origin of a process while a sink refers to the disappearance of the process [47] . The two concepts are commonly applied in studies on air pollution [48] , the carbon cycle [49] , and the thermal environment [50] . For the thermal environment, a heat source can contribute heat to the adjacent environment and generally increase UHI. Conversely, a heat sink with cooling effects on the adjacent environment is beneficial for mitigating UHI. By comparative analysis of the LST effects in different models, heat sources and sinks in urban areas can be identified, thereby providing practical guidelines for urban designing. In addition, identification of the heat source and the heat sink depend on the scale of the analysis. The following conclusions emerge from the ground object scale and UFZ scale.
1. The heat sources and heat sinks at the ground object scale. The heat sources and heat sinks at the ground object scale depend on their own physical properties, especially thermal inertia. Thermal inertia is the degree of slowness with which the temperature of a body approaches that of its surroundings, and which is dependent upon its absorptivity, its specific heat, its thermal conductivity, its dimensions, and other factors. Although the thermal inertia of the ground object is partly affected by environmental factors, it mainly reflects the characteristics of its own properties. Ground objects with a relatively high thermal inertia are regarded as heat sources while those with low thermal inertia correspond to heat sinks. Combined with the model results, ground objects with positive variable coefficients can heat the land surface, so they will be regarded as the heat source. Conversely, ground objects with negative variable coefficient have cooling effects on LST, so they will be regarded as the heat sink.
According to the description, roads and bare soil are two strong heat sources. Most of coefficients describing these two types of ground objects are positive in every model, especially Road-PLAND and Bare Soil-PLAND, indicating they are closely related to the increasing the LST. However, their influences on LST vary in different kinds of UFZs. The LST in residential zones are most affected by the road area with a coefficient of Road-PLAND (0.15) in Model-CZ. For bare soil, the largest coefficient of Bare Soil-PLAND in seven models is Model-P (0.18), showing that the LST in parks is significantly affected by bare soil area. Such specific conclusions cannot be simply drawn from the mixed model without differentiating the non-uniform effects of different kinds of UFZs. This is the reason that why we modeled the LST-landscape relationships separately.
For the heat sink, the negative coefficients of the waterbody in Model-P show that a waterbody can cool the LST, but the distributions of waterbodies are unbalanced for UFZs. Most of them are located in parks, so waterbodies are only significant and meaningful in parks. Shadows can also reduce LST greatly, but they are not real ground objects. Shadows only express the information of other entities in the images, so shadows cannot be considered heat sinks. The issue of shadows will be further discussed with buildings in Section 5.3.
2. The heat sources and heat sinks at the UFZ level. The interceptions of the single models show that the average LST of each type of UFZ ranges from 15.94°C to 17.51°C. The heat sources and heat sinks at the UFZ level can be roughly distinguished. Comparing the coefficients of one adjacency variable in a different model or different adjacency variables in one model can demonstrate the interrelationship between these UFZs. The adjacency variable x with the largest coefficient value in one model implies that the types of UFZs referred to by the variable x have greater influence on the LST. For example, in Table 11 , there are three variables in Model-IZ that have significant effects on the LST-Adjacency-CZ (0.01), Adjacency-RD (−0.14), and Adjacency-ST (0.07). Among them, Adjacency-RD (with the largest coefficient value) implies that residential districts have a greater influence on the LST in industrial zones. Similarly, for an adjacency variable x, the single model with the largest coefficient value means that the type of UFZ referred to by the model is more affected by the type referred to by the variable x. For example, Adjacency-ST plays different roles in different models. Comparing its coefficients in seven models (shown as Table 11 ), Adjacency-ST has the largest coefficient (0.12) in Model-P, showing shanty towns to have the greatest LST effects on parks.
Shanty towns and industrial zones with higher average LSTs (17.51°C and 16.90°C) are regarded as heat sources. Their heat gathering effects are probably caused by their large area proportion of heat source objects, like roads and bare soil. The heat accumulating in the heat source UFZs causes local heat islands. Therefore, heat resource UFZs are keys to improving the thermal environment in urban areas, taking Model-ST as an example to analyze the problems and solutions in shanty towns. In Model-ST, the variable IJI of all classes of ground objects is negatively related to the LST, suggesting that the disperse distribution of ground objects is beneficial to a cool LST. It is deduced that the disperse distribution of objects, especially roads and bare soil (which are the main composition of shanty towns), will reduce heat accumulation. Meanwhile, the LST in Model-ST has a negative relationship with VEG-ED (the coefficient is −0.06), which describes the edge complexity of vegetation patches. As a heat sink, the complex edges of vegetation enlarge their contact with other objects and facilitate heat diffusion. Therefore, dispersing heat source objects with heat sink objects is a good mechanism to reduce local heat islands in shanty towns. Considering its neighboring relationship with other UFZs, it is worth noting that Adjacency-ST has a positive relationship with the LST in Model-ST (the coefficient is 0.08), which means that two adjoining shanty towns will increase the LST in both of them. Two adjacent regions with high LSTs cannot form efficient heat exchange in a horizontal direction, resulting in local heat accumulation and a rise in LST. This phenomenon also shows the significance of good urban structure to build a healthy urban thermal environment.
Commercial zones, residential districts and parks have a relatively low average LST (15.94°C, 16.06°C, and 16.37°C), but the models reveal that they have different roles in regulating urban thermal environments. The cooling effects caused by nearby cool areas are called cooling island effects (which are, at present, widely discussed), such as park cool islands (PCIs) [51, 52] , green space cool islands (GCI) [53] , and water cool islands (WCIs) [54, 55] . Cool island effects are mainly caused by the unbalanced distribution of heat in urban areas. Cool island effects embody the differences in LSTs and air temperatures between the cooler areas and their warmer surroundings. Through advection caused by the temperature gradient, cooling effects can extend the cool areas by their own widths, or even improve the conditions of local micro climate [51, 54] . In Model-P, Adjacent-P is negatively related with LST (the coefficient is −0.09), showing that neighboring parks are good for cooling down, which reflects the same information as the negative coefficients of Area (−0.16) and Perimeter (−0.02). This means that a large park or two neighboring parks lead to a lower LST. In other words, the scale of a park determines the cooling effects of the park. The larger a park is, the smaller the human intervention is, and the stronger the LST regulation capability is. To sum up, parks are strong heat sinks. Thus, building more parks in urban areas is beneficial to improve the urban thermal environment.
Commercial zones and residential districts do not act as so-called heat sinks. Despite the low LSTs in commercial zones, these zones have no cooling effects on the surrounding UFZs, as shown in Table 11 . On the contrary, they heat neighboring residential districts and industrial zones. Therefore, commercial zones do not belong to the heat sink category, and the LST effects of commercial zones will be analyzed in detail in Section 5.3. The influence of residential districts is mainly reflected in the performance of the Adjacent-RD in each model. Adjacent-RD is significant in Model-IZ and Model-C. Combined with Adjacent-IZ and Adjacent-C in Model-RD, residential districts and industrial zones have cooling effects on each other, represented by the negative coefficients of Adjacency-RD in Model-IZ (−0.14) and Adjacency-IZ in Model-RD (−0.03). Conversely, residential districts and campuses have a heating effecting on each other, with the positive coefficients of Adjacency-C in Model-RD (0.06) and Adjacency-RD in Model-C (0.03). Considering the large population concentration in residential zones, other socio-economic factors may be involved and can be further researched in the further works.
The Effects of Buildings on LST
Buildings are a kind of carrier of human activities, partly depicting the anthropogenic heat distribution. As unique ground objects in urban areas, the LST effects of buildings cannot be ignored. The distribution of buildings is uneven in the underlying heterogeneous urban surface. The effect of buildings in high density areas is relatively more significant. Therefore, this section will examine two functional zones with high building densities, commercial zones, and residential zones to analyze the LST effects of buildings.
1. Building numbers and LST. Building density (that is, the PLAND of the buildings in this study) reflects the intensity of human activities per unit area, while building number reflects the number of people and the scale of human activities. On the other hand, as man-made objects, buildings cannot regulate LST like natural objects. More buildings mean higher urbanization and weaker LST regulation ability, usually causing local heat gathering and an increase in LST.
Taking residential districts as an example, the result of Model-RD is consistent with this viewpoint. Building numbers are reflected by the NB directly and Shadow-IJI indirectly. A greater value of Shadow-IJI means the disperse distribution of shadows, indicating a large amount of shadows. Shadows are mainly related to buildings, so shadows essentially reflect building information. Both NB and Shadow-IJI are positively related with LST in the Model-RD, confirming the heating effects of buildings.
2. Buildings and their shadows. Tall buildings usually have large shadows. Thus, the effect of shadows in the built-up areas should be discussed with buildings. Buildings and other paved areas have a stronger impact on LST while shadows could lower the LST because they are not exposed to direct sunlight. As for construction zones, LST effects combine the warming effects of buildings and the cooling effects of shadows. The performance of the final effects depends on which effect is stronger.
Commercial buildings are big and tall. Thus, shadows in commercial zones are longer and bigger. Shadows cover everywhere in downtown commercial zones regardless of the position and angle of the sun (that is, anytime throughout the day). Thus, commercial zones are cooler. However, shadows do not have the ability to regulate the LST or balance the heat. This further shows that despite the low average LST, commercial zones cannot cool other surrounding UFZs. As for residential zones, Shadow-IJI in Model-RD with the positive coefficient (0.16) suggests that more disperse shadows in the residential zones will lead to a warmer LST. This result is probably due to the following facts. More shadows in residential zones imply more buildings. Hence, more buildings will increase the warming effect. However, since most residential buildings are low-rise, their shadows are correspondingly small, and their impact on lowering LST is also exceptionally small. These results are consistent with an earlier study that showed residential buildings to increase urban warming and commercial buildings to lower LST, regardless of whether it was winter or summer in Phoenix [56] .
Additionally, the surface information covered by shadows is often missing, which means that in high shaded areas (like commercial zones in the study area), more information is missed. This could potentially create more LST effects and might be one of the reasons for the poor performance of Model-CZ. However, this problem can be fixed by introducing more data sources with fewer shadows, which we can do in future work.
Pros and Cons of this Study
Studies on urban the thermal environment have developed from a binary classification, i.e., urban and rural areas [57] , to multi-class classification and zone-based classification [7] [8] [9] [10] . This is an inevitable trend of urban studies on highly urban spatial heterogeneity and reveals the non-uniformity of spatial landscape structures and socio-economic activities in urban areas.
The development of satellite-based remote sensing technology provides land surface information with high precision and full coverage. However, pixel-based analysis misses the spatial structures and interactions among ground objects. With the introduction of object-based analysis, the radiation, thermal, and moisture properties of ground objects [5] , and the effects of their spatial arrangement on the urban thermal environment [22, 23] , have been widely studied. Furthermore, as a typical artificial ecosystem, urban areas are also affected by human activities. The distribution of different human activities would lead to the spatial differentiations of anthropogenic heat emission in different urban areas. This kind of heterogeneity cannot yet be quantified accurately, but it is strongly reflected by socio-economic activities and their heterogeneity. Pervious zone-based studies have described the spatial landscape heterogeneity from many perspectives, but expressions of socio-economic functions are relatively weak. LCZ has tried to identify specific buildings, like towers, tanks, and stacks, to extract heavy industrial zones, but these methods are less effective than introducing socio-economic information directly. Moreover, not all the information on socio-economic activities can be obtained from imageries, and additional information is essential. Therefore, the integration of land-cover information and socio-economic functions has become a new research topic [13, 17] . The information and knowledge hidden in these data can now be further mined and applied.
This study was based on the object-based land cover data obtained from the Worldview-II imagery. Then, complete and detailed features of ground objects and their spatial relationships were observed, and the spatial landscape's heterogeneity was adequately measured. Finally, the study areas were classified into six kinds of UFZs, considering both the land-cover information and the socio-economic functions. By modeling with different kinds of UFZs, we studied the spatial non-uniformity of urban thermal environments and revealed the variability of LST-landscape relationships in different kinds of UFZs, which is meaningful for urban planning guidance.
However, this study still presents some limitations. We focused on the non-uniformity on the land surface and tried to find the varying LST-landscape relationships, thereby missing the factors and effects in the vertical dimension. Nevertheless, the non-uniformity of the urban thermal environment also exists in the vertical direction. Existing studies have noted that the height/packing of rough objects (such as buildings) would modify urban micro-morphology and affect the air temperature by changing the wind field and air movement [10, 58, 59 ]. Moreover, more urban canopy information, like the material of building surfaces, is required to build an urban 3D model and simulate high-resolution urban thermal radiation. We expect to consider more urban canopy information and expand the model dimensions from the two-dimensional planar model to a three-dimensional spatial model in future works.
Conclusions
Urban spatial heterogeneity could lead to unbalanced heat distribution in urban areas and differences of LST effects. First, the poor outcomes of Model-A verify the hypothesis that excessive heterogeneity in urban areas makes it difficult to exactly model the spatial non-uniform LST-landscape relationship using only one simple uniform model. Varying LST-landscape relationships need diverse measures that are adaptive to local environments to cope with complicated urban issues. This difficulty has been ignored in previous studies, which did not fully consider urban spatial heterogeneity from both landscape and socio-economic perspectives. Second, the concept of UFZ is introduced into this study. Social functions help to express anthropogenic heat emission, while landscape and climate factors can be measured in UFZs. Models with different UFZs verify the variability of LST-landscape relationships in different kinds of UFZs. Different kinds of UFZs are affected by different variables, while the same variable plays different roles in different kind of UFZs. Differentiated LST effects of heterogeneous UFZ types provide us with a targeted approach to deal with UHI effects. Third, UFZs and their LST effects are characterized hierarchically by a three-level variable system, where the effects of buildings on LST are also emphasized. The experimental results help us to understand LST-landscape relationships at different levels, as well as the attributes, structures, and interrelationships of UFZs. The results provide guidance for urban development from different operational levels, from land surface changing to urban zoning. Finally, heat sources and sinks are identified at the ground object level and UFZ level, which suggests more specific requirements for urban management and planning, not only to improve the internal layout of UFZs but also to optimize the spatial configuration of UFZs.
In future work, more experiments should be conducted using multi-temporal and multi-regional data to reveal the general laws. On the other hand, more experiments on multi-scale data are necessary. The spatial effects and autocorrelations are scale sensitive, so LST effects might vary with different spatial scales. In addition, it is interesting and meaningful to discuss the impact of social factors on LST. How to characterize and quantify these social factors is a question worth thinking about. Funding: This work is funded by the National Natural Science Foundation of China, grant number 41871372.
